
Mar 2017        Issue 476 

Visit us on our Web Site at www.overtonharriers.org.uk 

Email your reports to me at PiersPuntan@overtonharriers.org.uk 

 

You can view or print this and previous editions from our website 

 

April 2nd  Combe Gibbet 

9th  Salisbury 10 (HRRL) 

15th  Southern Athletics League (Andover) 

23rd  London Marathon 

24th  Southern Veterans League (Winchester) 

29th Hurstbourne 5 

 

Also remember the Park Run 5k’s at the War Memorial Park, Basingstoke, Greenham Common, 

Newbury and Charlton Sports Ground, Andover at 9:00 Saturday 

 

 

ROUND UP 

 

As this bumper edition of the newsletter goes to press the Gibbet race has just happened, a great day 

thanks to all the marshals, volunteers and competitors, Neil and Lee have been pot hunting round the 

South East and two triathletes were in South Africa doing their thing. The Gibbet report will be in next 

month’s newsletter but news from the other hemisphere has already made it into this month’s. 

 

The cross country season has finished on a bit of a flat note, for the men’s team which unsurprisingly 

have been relegated into Division 2. Never mind there’s always the prospect of promotion next year. 

 

The Track and Field season starts in earnest this month; contact the relevant captains if you wish to take 

part, the more the merrier. 

 

The Annual Harriers Presentation Evening is to be held on Friday 5th May at the Clock and Thyme. 

Please see the attached menu. If you wish to attend, please could you reply to Sarah McCann at 

neilmccann@talktalk.net with your menu choices. Please note we are limited to numbers so spaces 

will be allocated on a first come first served basis. Please could you respond by 21st April latest.  

 

 

MEON VALLEY PLOD   26th February from Lee Tolhurst 

 

Marathon training and its endless miles were becoming monotonous and I had not raced since a company 

5k in January.  I needed a change.  I was lucky enough to be allowed a place on the MVP at short notice 

so I could use it as my long run for the week.  It is 21 “challenging” miles of course set in the 

spectacularly beautiful Meon Valley.  The challenge comes from 1km of climb, almost the whole course 

is off road, plenty of mud and inclement weather conditions. 

 



After arriving early enough to claim the last space in the car park, I collected my number and started to 

get ready.  By the time I had stripped down to short shorts, a long sleeved warm-up top and strapped my 

beaten up studs to my feet, the hall had started fill-up.  It was at this stage I started to notice the attire of 

the other runners, tights, long sleeves, buffs, gloves, calf guards, hats and most worryingly back packs, 

hundreds of backpacks, all loaded with water bottles, camelbacks, gels, snacks, emergency supplies…I 

take less on holiday.  Instead of worrying I went out for a warm-up, up the nearest hill for half a mile or 

so, it was here I met Julian Manning, there goes the V40 prize, damn, at least he wasn’t wearing a 

backpack. 

 

A shortish jog to the start and again I noticed I was the only 

person wearing only a vest, had I got this badly wrong?  I had 

gloves on and carried a couple of gels surely that’s enough for 

any race (not including ultras)?   

 

The hooter sounded and we were off, trying not to go out too 

hard I hung back, for a whole 200m before I hit the front. After 

½ mile we hit the first vertiginous hill, a further ½ mile and 

still climbing 5 runners passed me and we settled into position 

for the next couple of miles of climb before we hit the summit 

of [Butser] Hill, I had made 2 places back and the gaps were 

growing as Mike Gregory and Julian Manning battled for the 

lead about 400m in front.  The first decent covered some of 

the track up but there were no stragglers to get in the way 

before haring down a very steep section to reach mile 6.   

 

Over the next 10 miles things were hilly but uneventful except 

for the only un-runnable section a 4ft deep, 1ft wide chalk 

gully on a steep downhill.  With this negotiated I settled back 

in passing the third and final checkpoint a mile later, grabbing 

a handful of Haribo and pressing on. 

 

It was now I saw a red vest struggling down a grassy back, with renewed enthusiasm I gave chase but 

thinking I shouldn’t be as there was still 4 miles and 3 big hills to go.  I was on him as soon as we 

reached the next climb.  I recognised the frame it was Julian, I passed him checking he was OK, he was; 

at the end he admitted this was his longest run so far of this marathon training and he just didn’t have 

the legs.  Pushing on I was in third and thinking positively.   

 

That changed 2 miles later as we hit the steepest hill of the race which was into a very stiff wind, this 

brought a few expletives but the last hill was concurred.  A mile to go and it was steep downhill, as I 

got to the bottom, out of nowhere I was passed leaving me to plough through a clay quagmire before the 

final stretch of tarmac to the finish. 4th (1st V40) in 2:43:50 and no need for a backpack! 

 

A great race and I thoroughly recommend it. 

 

 

HAMPSHIRE XC LEAGUE – READING  4th March  from John Hoare 

 

Probably the best set of results for the season. The Ladies race produced a couple of really close finishes 

with Cath just edging out Hannah for the honour of first counter. Both had really strong runs to pick up 

23rd and 24th positions respectively with just six seconds separating them. With Claire excelling in 69th 

our team finished a creditable 8th which gave them a very satisfactory 7th overall.  

 

All season there have been tight races between Monique and Svetlana and this was no exception. 

Monique took the honours on this occasion but had to work hard to keep her teammate at bay. They 



finished 79th and 83rd respectively to complete the Vets team with Cath that took 6th place and finished 

the season in 5th. 

 

 
 

 

More good results from the Men’s team with Sean picking up an excellent 36th place, 6th Vet which 

earned him the silver medal in the V/40 category. Neil has been running strongly all season and his 

effort was enough to seal a position in the top 10 of the V/40 category. A special mention for Mark Reid 

who has been a real asset to the club over the cross country season and again he put in a powerful run 

to take third counter.  

 

Excellent backing from our other two counters, Neil and Keith gave us our best team result of the season 

as we finished ahead of both Winchester and Stubbington, but unfortunately not enough to avoid the 

dreaded relegation to Division 2. But we will be back!! , Just outside the scoring team was Dave, our 

sole over 50 Vet who has had a great season, giving maximum effort to the club, missing only one match 

throughout the year. But well done to all those Vets who finished in 2nd place on the day, rising to an 

overall 4th for the season. 

 

 

THAMES MEANDER MARATHON, KINGSTON  11th March   from Neil Martin 

 

When I arrived at the race headquarters I was surprised to see lots of apricot parkrun t-shirts amongst 

the preparing runners.  It soon became apparent that this was also the location for Kingston Parkrun.  

As the marathon started at 10 o’clock I did have a momentary thought that I could jog Parkrun and 

then do my race – I was planning on doing 30 miles in total so it would have worked quite well!  In 

the end the thought passed quite quickly and common sense took over.  So I jogged a mile warm-up 

while the Parkrunners went past. 

 

I always find it easier to do the tougher training runs as part of a race.  The fact that it isn’t my main 

target takes the pressure off and these ‘training runs’ often end up being some of my best results.  

Thames Meander ticked the boxes of being a good training distance, flat and over some of the course 

for my April main target race.  Albeit as an out and back course I only managed to use it to check out 

about 5 miles of the course. 

 

The race starts by heading just under a mile upstream before turning around back past the start area 

and downstream to Barnes, where you turn and retrace your steps.  There is also a half-marathon that 

starts half an hour later, so as we headed back by the start area there was a good crowd of supporters.  

I was very soon on my own in third place trying to maintain a pace around 6:30 per mile.  The two 

leaders had gone off pretty fast, but at 5 miles I was quickly closing on second place, who seemed to 

have lost form and was struggling (I was later told he was coming back from a long lay-off).   The 



leader had disappeared well out of sight and I ran the whole race on my own only expecting to change 

positions if I was caught.   

 

As the course was out and back I was able to see that I was about two and a half minutes behind the 

leader at half way and two minutes ahead of third place.  The temperature was heading toward 17C 

and the warmth meant I was struggling a bit, but my average pace was only drifting slightly above 

6:30.  I was getting plenty of encouragement from runners going the other way and from some good-

humoured (at that point), kilt wearing Scots in Richmond getting ready for the afternoon’s rugby 

match. 

 

The last few miles included passing the back-markers in the half marathon and dodging the slippery 

patches on a trail section.  Surprisingly, with two miles to go I suddenly saw the leader about 50m 

ahead of me.  I could see that I was catching quite fast, but thought I might run out of time and also 

that he might have something left when he knew I was there.  I was still second as we passed the 

start/finish area but the added incentive helped me push on a bit and with a mile to go I was on his 

shoulder.  I knew my best chance was to go past straight away and keep going so that he couldn’t get 

on my shoulder.  The gap grew quite quickly and as we turned back I could see that I had the race 

won.  After the presentation I managed to hobble another few miles as a warm-down, which I think 

helped my recovery and I was back running two days later.  Shame I then got a cold/chesty cough and 

haven’t been able to run for a week (and counting) since, missing Eastleigh 10k.  Still, maybe some 

enforced rest will be good for the body, as long as it isn’t too much longer! 

 

 

Harrier Time Position 

Neil Martin 2:52:24 1st    

 

238 finishers 

 

READING HALF MARATHON    19th March  by Gareth Juliff 

 

I had been planning on doing the Reading Half ever since I got my place for London and was told this 

was both a well-timed half as well as a relatively flat course.  Emily with her recent injury issues decided 

this would also be a good opportunity to get a decent race in. 

 

The weeks leading up to the race had not been ideal as me and Emily had both lacked a great deal of 

training given family commitments as well as colds running through the household. Emily in-fact did 

well to make the start line having had a cold and chest infection for the previous 3 days leading up to 

the race. My plan was to treat the run as a training run and run 13 consistent mile, any kind of PB would 

be treated as a bonus. Emily still full of cold planned to get round alive. 

 

The race started well as I positioned myself between the 1hr 35 and the 1hr 40 markers. It was a mile in 

that I realised the initial cold blast of the morning had incorrectly led me to believe I needed an under 

layer and I was already overheating rather. I was though after a few miles nicely into my stride running 

consistently between 7 min 20 and 7 min 30 miles depending on the terrain. It was at 5 miles that I 

realised I had neglected to get my pouch and with it my gel from the rucksack I had handed in at the 

start. My plan from this point was to spot children handing out sweets to keep my levels up. 

 

Stocked up on Haribo I gritted my teeth and was through half way still under 7.30 minute miles. I was 

attempting to keep hydrated and cool using the water pouches of which I struggled just to get the water 

out of but with large crowds cheering I kept going even if could feel my legs getting heavier with each 

mile. At 10 miles I was still roughly on course for around my PB of 1 hr 39 as hit the long run home. 

Although I dropped slightly at 12 miles one last push and I may just get a PB out of the race. It was soon 

after the 12 mile mark that my arch nemesis calf cramp reared its ugly head. Feeling my right calf 



wanting to spasm and with bigger races on the horizon I decided to take the last mile easy and despite 

slowing slightly still managed to sneak in just below 1hr 40 mins. 

 

 
 

Emily thoroughly enjoyed her run taking it easy by walking the hills and high fiving children but having 

seen how ill she had been just the day before I felt her run of 2hrs 22 minutes was much more impressive 

than mine. 

 

On the whole we both really enjoyed the event and the day (up to lunch but that is another story). 

 

Harrier Gun Time Time Position 

Gareth Juliff 1:43:58 1:39:49 1351st    

Emily Juliff 2:44:51 2:22:43 7847th  

 

9717 finished 

 

EASTLEIGH 10K          19th March        from Steve Spence 

 

Unlike Stubbington, which I have done often, I have not done Eastleigh since my first race after 

joining the Harriers in 2013. It usually coincides with us being on the other side of the world.  

 

As we are on a different schedule this year, I was keen to have another go at it. Prior to the race, and 

even on the start line, everybody was talking about Eastleigh being the ideal course for a personal best 

time. I can remember the course from 4 years ago and I wouldn’t argue with this. There’s also a 

mental advantage to knowing the course. 

  

In the sports hall before the off, we see a 50 minute pacer and I was not entirely joking when I said 

that it would be nice to hang onto him because I have never managed to get under 50 minutes. So we 

go out to the start line and, a bit behind us in the pack, there are not one but three 50 minute pacers.  

 

No pressure there then! 

 

Off we go, and I mentally count the seconds to the start line, and I reckon that I have about 10 seconds 

in hand on the gun time. I haven’t done much warm up and so I’m finding it quite hard going early on 

but I manage to get to the right turn before the pacers come up to pass me so now it’s a case of 

hanging on. I’m going OK now, but I know there’s still a long way to go.  The hill comes next. I’m 

not too bad on hills so I manage to stay more or less with the small pack of people who are also going 

along with the pacers. They are doing a good job, chivvying people along and dropping back to collect 

people who are falling behind.  

 



At the top of the hill the pacers maintained a steady pace and, in accordance with their suggestion, I 

am able to go ahead slightly. By the bottom of the hill I have about 30 metres in hand, but it doesn’t 

take long for them to be back up to me and, before long, I’m chasing again. This is easy going though 

and I’m beginning to feel hopeful as we go back past the sports centre.  

 

One thing that I had forgotten is just how long the finishing loop is. I am beginning to lose the pacers 

on the long leg down Derby Road but I can still see them in the distance as we turn back again towards 

the finish. I get an extra boost as we turn right at the lights and again as we shear off the road and into 

the park.  

 

 
 

 

The pacers are still some way off and I give it all. It’s a bit further than I expected (it always is), but 

that’s good because I’m gaining and there’s still time. I’m nearly up to the pacers now and I can see 

that the clock is still showing less than 50 minutes.  

 

I reach the line with the clock just ticking over to 50 minutes and I am amongst the three pacers whom 

I thank profusely. I have my chip time seconds in hand so I am confident and pleased that I have my 

sub 50 minute time.    

 

Harrier Gun Time Chip Time Position Cat Position 

Martin Groundsell 35:05 35:03 60th  

Sean Holmes 35:15 35:14 62nd 9th 

Lee Tolhurst 35:38 35:36 78th 15th 

Richard Clifford 38:50 38:45 201st 58th 

Hannah Bliss 40:17 40:13 280th  

Simon Lovelock 40:26 40:21 286th  

Sian Davies 44:50 44:24 556th 197th 

Gareth Roberts 45:14 44:53 585th 205th 

Ben Johnson 47:12 46:51 715th  

Steve Edwards 48:22 48:12 798th 288th 

Sarah McCann 48:29 47:56 809th 292nd 

Steve Spence 50:01 49:50 938th 346th 

Neil McCann 51:31 51:02 1041st 373rd 

Sara Young 52:38 52:25 1110th 402nd 

Katie Brothers 53:33 52:52 1191st 425th 

Monique Van Nueten 54:59 54:48 1312nd 461st 

Hulya Yadsan-Appleby 58:24 57:12 1548th 528th 

Lisa Warriner 01:14 59:03 1696th 568th 

 

2379 finished 



FOXDOWN HANDICAP - RACE 6                         16th March 

 

Due to some confusion at the start, Jackie missed her starting place and, due to a blooper from the 

Handicapper Monique started a minute too early. Happily this made no complications in the final 

league tables. 

 

Following the adjustments, it was Jackie who got promoted to first place on the night, Edmond held 

onto his well earnt second with Monique dropping to third. 

 

Sean was fastest on the night ahead of Mark & Lewis with Keith 4th. 

 

Pos. Harrier Fin Time H’Cap Act Time H’Cap Pos 

1 J. BAILEY 31.49 1.10 33.09 17 

2 E. SIMPSON 32.50 1.14 31.36 15 

3 M.VAN NUETEN 32.56 2.14 30.42 14 

4 K.VALLIS 33.20 9.54 23.26 4 

5 R. GRINDLE 33.25 8.58 24.27 7 

6 L. McCANN 33.27 8.01 25.26 8 

7 H. YASDAN-APPLEBY 33.27 0.47 32.40 16 

8 N. McCANN 33.43 4.14 29.29 12 

9 S. McCANN 33.51 5.51 28.00 10 

10 S. HOLMES 33.58 13.01 20.57 1 

11 M.REID 34.00 11.25 22.35 5= 

12 R. OAKLEY 34.01 10.04 23.57 11 

13 A. PAUL 34.15 4.54 29.21 13 

14 S. SPENCE 34.38 4.07 30.31 3 

15 L. AVENELL 35.08 11.47 23.21 3 

16 L. WARRINER 35.10 GO 35.10 18 

17 A. JOHNSON 35.44 7.57 27.47 9 

18 M. BLISS 36.21 12.24 23.57 5= 

 

 

The battle for the overall Handicap title was the closest ever, with Mark just holding on to the top spot 

despite having his worst result since October.  

 

Sarah finished only 1 point behind Mark but she will happy to win her family title as Louis took 3rd 

place who was also only point back in third.  

 

Sean was 4th ahead of Monique with 9 runners in total completing the required 5 finishes……the 

highest total for many years. 

 

Sean sewed up the Time League again ahead of Mark who has had a great first season. Injury has 

meant that Keith Vallis’ winter hasn’t been so great but he showed if you run all the runs you will stay 

in contention and his third-place medal was well deserved.  

 

Louis has really improved this winter and his fourth place was also well deserved ahead of his parents. 

 

Many thanks of course go to John & Anna for doing the timekeeping this winter. 



HANDICAP LEAGUE 
 

 
 

 

VITALITY 10k – LONDON  29th May  
 

The club has again been invited to enter teams for the UK 10km Road Running Championships at this 

race on MONDAY May 29th. 

 

We have 6 free places for both men & women, if you are interested in running please contact Richard 

Francis ASAP. 

 

This is normally a very popular event so please, only enter if you are sure that you are going to run. 

Once entries close, numbers are not transferable. 

 

 If we have more than 6 runners interested we will have a ballot for the places.  



TIME LEAGUE 
 

 
 

 

IRONMAN SOUTH AFRICA - Harriers cooking in the African sun  from Martin Groundsell 

 

So in 2016 Simon came close to qualifying Kona and decided that the only thing to do was to head to 

South Africa as the ironman race is the African Championship and has more qualifying spots for 

Kona.  What I didn't know was that as soon as he signed up, Leanne, Polly and Simon all said it was a 

matter of time until I signed up as well.  It took me a few months but the thought of missing out on a 

race in South Africa was too strong.  Obviously signing up while injured and couldn't run was the 

natural thing to do.  

 

Roll forward to March, training has been brutal through the winter and I am as pasty white as I get. 

The UK temperature is 14 degrees and overcast as I step onto the plane. At the other end it's 30 



degrees, not a cloud in the sky and my bike didn't make the connecting flight to Port Elizabeth, 

perfect........ In true Harriers style, Simon picks me up from the airport and then goes for a bike ride as 

I stress and try to find where my bike is.  

 

It arrives later and the preparation starts, four days is all I can afford to take off work so not much time 

to acclimatise. Before I know it we are registered, bikes racked and the countdown to the 04.30 

wakeup call starts. 

 

The cannons fire for the Pro Men and Woman starts and then it's the masses, 7 amateurs every 7 

seconds to make the swim safe.  Simon and I are a bit late to the start pens so are further back than 

usual. 

 

However our plan is that it means we will get the placebo of working through the pack on the swim 

and bike. The swim starts well as the swell is low, however it picks up around half way and for a large 

part it becomes a power swim within a washing machine. Trying to spot the sighting buoys when you 

crest a wave before slamming down the other side of it. It becomes clear that we will have to earn the 

medal today. 

 

The swim calms down as we approach the finish but the current is having one last go at us and 

pushing us off course, I reach the beach in 61 minutes for the 2.4 mile swim.  Three minutes down on 

a usual swim time, I happily take that and go to get my bike.  On the exit it is clear that the met office 

prediction of an over cast day is rubbish as there is nothing but the sun in the sky.   

 

The bike course is an out and back lap which we do twice.  It's not hilly but it's a coast road so the 

wind is the challenge.  As one local put it at the start "the only winner today is the wind". On the way 

out the wind is with us so I manage my effort but keep the pace high, well I thought so until Simon 

comes past after 9 miles like he has a rocket up his arse. We hit the turn point and the wind hits us, 28 

miles of this, brilliant.   

 

I battled against it but the heat is taking its toll, not helped by the aid stations only handing out half 

full water bottles, as the hydration drops so does my pace. As I come to start the 2nd lap the wind 

circles and becomes a head wind again for the outward leg.  We had been warned about this, I stop at 

an aid station to get more energy bars only to be told they don't have any. I have the choice of bananas 

or oranges, they don't even have gels.  Luckily later aid stations have gels so a mix of bananas, gels 

and half full bottles of energy drinks get me through the 2nd lap.  At the final turn for home we have 

the wind again which lifted the spirits but I could only make up so much time as the legs are tired. 

 

So finally it comes to the run, will I be able to run after the brutal bike? How much as the heat taken 

out of me? Time to roll the dice and go for it.  I decide to try and hold 7.15 mile pace and allow myself 

to walk through two of the four aid stations per lap.  On the first aid station I am offered an energy bar 

which annoyed me to say the least. Looking back at the Garmin it was 32 degrees at the start of the 

run but the first two laps felt hard but good. Simon was struggling with dehydration and I was closing 

him down until the third lap when I got the mother of all stitches and had to walk for a few minutes.   

 

At the same time Simon got on top of his hydration and was running again. With lots of 

encouragement to each other and from Simon's Dad Alan we managed to get to the end on what was a 

killer of a day. I was trying to hold onto a 3.30 marathon but just slipped to 3.33 which I am very 

happy with. 

 

Final times were 10hr 6 min for Simon and 10hr 28 for me, unfortunately not good enough for Kona 

but I am sure Simon will make it at Bolton after seeing how hard he has pushed himself in training. 

More importantly my sunburn maybe bright red but Simon has the comedy tan mark of a huge X from 

where he had his tit tape on his IT band.  As an example of how hot it was I was sun burnt through my 

Tri top that is supposed to give me factor 50 protection. 

  



 PARK RUNS 

 

Thanks to Allan Stinson for pulling together all these times. 

 

JUNIOR PARKRUN 

 

 04/03/17 11/03/17 18/03/17 25/03/17 

Basingstoke junior parkrun     

Isabelle RAWLINGS 12:15    

William HOROBIN  09:47   

Abigail SPENCER   12:49 12:34 

 
 

SENIOR PARKRUN 

 

 04/03/17 11/03/17 18/03/17 25/03/17 

Basingstoke parkrun     

Ed SIMPSON 26:10  26:28  

Carole DRIVER 28:14    

Hannah BLISS  20:10   

Svetlana UNITT  28:09   

Hannah OLIVER    29:10 

Frimley Lodge parkrun     

Dave BUSH 21:12  20:49  

Southampton parkrun     

Albert JONES  20:30   

Linford Wood parkrun     

Matt WATERIDGE  20:58   

Peckham Rye parkrun     

Matt WATERIDGE    21:06 

Brockenhurst parkrun     

Claire SPENCER  20:26   

Dave BUSH    20:26 

Andover parkrun     

Greg ENGLAND   23:55 22:08 

Fell Foot parkrun, Newby Bridge     

Cath WHEELER    22:24 

Paul WHEELER    25:21 

 

A bit of a lean month for parkruns.  Outstanding results this month: 

 

 Ed Simpson, age graded 2ndt at Basingstoke on 4h March with 78.47% and on 18th March with 

77.58%. 

 Hannah Bliss 2nd gender position at Basingstoke parkrun on 11 March. 

 Canicross runner Claire Spencer finished in 1st gender position at Brockenhurst parkrun on 11th 

March. 

 Cath Wheeler 2nd gender position at Fell Foot parkrun on 25th March & 1st age graded position 

with 80.80%. 

 



APRIL TRAINING 

 

 

Monday 

(ORC) 

19:00 

Tuesday  

(War Memorial 

Park) 

19:00 

Thursday 

(ORC) 

19:30 

Sunday 

(ORC) 

09:00 

Notes 

w/c 3rd Apr 
Jack Mills 

(10.0 / 8.8k) 

Inverted Pyramid: 4 

mins (2 mins), 3 mins 

(2 mins), 2 mins (1 

min), 1 min (1 min), 2 

mins (1 min), 3 mins 

(2 mins), 4 mins 

Fartlek Run 

OR Norfolk 

Reps 

Popham 

(10.5 miles) 
Salisbury 10 

(Sunday 9th) 

w/c 10th Apr 
Polo Fields 

(10.9k) 

Big Upper: 1 min (1 

min), 2 mins (1 min), 

3 mins (2 mins), 4 

mins (2mins), 5 mins 

(2 mins), 6 mins 

10 X 2 

Minutes (90 

second 

recovery) 

Churches 

(10 miles) 
Track League 

(Saturday 15th) 

w/c 17th Apr 

Easter 

Monday  
(No run 

planned) 

Endurance Session: 2 

x 2 mins (1 min); 6 x 

4 mins (90 secs); 2 x 2 

mins (1 min) 

Training 

Week 

Pyramid 

session 

Charlie 

Church’s 

(10.8 miles) 

London 

Marathon 
(Sunday 23rd) 

w/c 24th Apr 

Sothern Vets 

Track & 

Field 

(Winchester) 

2 min (1 min), 90 secs 

(1 min), 1 min (30 

secs), 30 secs (30 

secs) & Repeat x 2 

w/2 mins between sets 

Downers 

4 x 3min (1) 

2min (1) 

1min (2) 

ORC Changing 

Rooms Not 

Available  
(see Facebook for 

run details) 

HBT 5 
(Saturday 29th) 

 

 

Sunday’s runs have links showing routes; these can in most cases be extended or shortened as required. 

Leave a message on Overton Harriers Facebook Site if you want to extend or shorten! 

 

 

 

HBT5 Saturday 29th April 11am 
Time to tackle Hurstbourne Hill again………. 

This will be the 9th running of the Hurstbourne 5. If you haven’t run it before, it is about time you 

gave it a go! It is only five miles and the last one is downhill; the rest is a little undulating…………..  If 

you want to run, please hand your completed entry form and dosh to Greg by 12th April or enter 

online on RunBritain or Runners World. Once again, there will be tech t-shirts for all advanced 

entries. 

There will also be a 2K fun run for the youngsters (senior men - that does not include you!).  

Following last year’s success, the George & Dragon will be holding a post-race BBQ. You will even be 

able to go along mud and sweat-free, as the new community hall has changing rooms and showers 

available. 

As ever, the event cannot happen without lots of help, so if you cannot run, then please consider 

acting as a marshal. Please email Greg: hurstbourne5@yahoo.com 

Cheers! 

http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=7049433
http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=7049453
http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=6979338
http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=7049438
http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=6979391
http://www.gmap-pedometer.com/?r=7017134
https://www.facebook.com/OvertonHarriersAC/
mailto:hurstbourne5@yahoo.com


 

 
 

Friday 5th May 2017 
 

Homemade Tomato and Basil Soup  
served with baguette pieces  

 

Goat Cheese & Red Onion Marmalade Tart 
served with rocket salad & aged balsamic syrup 

 

Duck & Orange Pate  
served with baby salad, ciabatta & onion marmalade 

  

Melon & Palmer Ham  
served with baby salad  

  

~~~~~ 
 

Fish Crumble 
served with crushed new potatoes & seasonal vegetables 

 
Creamy Tarragon Chicken Breast 

with crushed new potatoes & seasonal vegetables 
 

Open Beef & Ale Pie 
served with crushed new potatoes & seasonal vegetables 

 
Spinach and Ricotta Tortellini 

served with provincial sauce 
 

~~~~~ 
 

Baileys Crème Brulee 
 

Apple Crumble 
served with cream 

 

Chocolate Orange Cheesecake 
 

Cheese Plate 
(supplement £2.25) 

 

~~~~~ 
 

Coffee 
 

£24.50 per person 


